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Introduction:

Differential taxation and public

benefits
Private lands occupy the most biologically
diverse portions of the landscape in the Intermountain
West, provide more than 80 percent of the critical
habitat of about half of America’s threatened or endangered wildlife species5, sustain food and fiber production, source and purify drinking water, and protect
important riparian resources. These lands also provide
recreational opportunities and scenic values, create a
transition and connectivity between developed communities and public wildlands, and provide an economic
foundation for Western communities.
The population and economies of the Intermountain West are among the fastest growing in the

United States. Population and income growth create
upward pressure on private land prices, particularly in
and near communities with high natural amenities and
where private developable land is limited due to a high
proportion of public lands in the area. This creates both
challenge and opportunity to rural landowners who
contribute to the stewardship of these desirable and
valuable ecosystem services and the communities they
live in or near. As rural lands are irreversibly converted to accommodate low density residential and com-

mercial development typical of the region, residents may experience negative fiscal and service
effects and critical habitat connectivity and ecological quality thresholds may be reached or surpassed, putting the very attributes of the landscape
that attracted people to the community at risk. As
a result, the manner in which the remaining pri-
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increasingly important and taxes are among the policy
tools available to state and local governments to guide
the incentives for private land use decisions and land
use change.
Agricultural use value taxation results
in lower tax burden for the landowner relative to residential, commercial, industrial or ‘best and highest use’
value taxation, reducing the incentive to convert agricultural lands to one of those uses. Taxing only the value of production on agricultural lands and not its market
value can be considered fair and justified due to the
public values noted above that are created by working
landscapes relative to higher density developments. A
New York State study in 2010 concluded, “Not only
does open space indirectly support industries (such as
forestry, forest based manufacturing, agriculture, outdoor industries and tourism) that generate billions of
dollars in the economy, it directly produces critical ecosystem services. The choice for natural drainage over an
engineered replacement can translate into substantial
cost savings for a municipality. This, however, is just
one example of how public infrastructure costs and
therefore, local taxes, can be reduced by utilizing the
ecosystem services of open space.”6
All states in the Intermountain West assess
farms and ranches at their agricultural use value. California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Texas, and
Washington currently extend some form of preferential
use value assessment to land managed for its value for
wildlife, natural resource conservation, outdoor recreation, and open space – not just for commodity production. Property tax laws and assessment practices in
other Western states create obstacles for landowners
who want to manage their private land for natural
resource conservation or diversified, land-based
revenues. For example, “Colorado taxes nonagricultural
open space at twice the residential rate, increasing
pressures to develop such property, even if the landowner and local government would like to preserve the
property as open space for other public purposes.”7
In some cases, property tax structures run
directly contrary to financial incentives provided by

federal, state and local governments. For instance, a
landowner who agrees to reduce, suspend or eliminate
livestock grazing due either to drought or in partnership
with state wildlife recovery or watershed protection
efforts may no longer qualify for agricultural tax classification. These tax policies also undermine economic
opportunities for landowners who seek to diversify
income streams by managing for multiple objectives
(e.g. ecosystem services payments or eco-tourism).
The demographics and the economic foundations of both urban and rural communities in Western
states have changed dramatically in the past few
decades; however, the statutory framework for nonagricultural property tax assessments has not kept up
with social and economic changes. Property tax policy
and practices can be improved to better support and
incentivize the conservation of natural resources and the
sustainable economic health of our communities. In
Colorado alone, hunting, fishing and ecotourism related
to wildlife generate more than $3 billion annually and
support an estimated 32,000 jobs.8
While there is a clear ecological and economic
case for increased flexibility and diversity in land management, some Western county assessors are tending in
the opposite direction. There have been calls for more
stringent enforcement of agricultural tax classification
requirements, closing the agricultural tax ‘loophole,’ so
that only “legitimate” agricultural producers can qualify. Ensuring only legitimate commercial agricultural
operations receive the agricultural tax rate is argued to
result in a more equitable tax burden across all properties, as taxes on non-qualifying parcels would be increased substantially. Although this approach may suss
out land speculators and hobby farms, equally it may be
counter-productive. In order to retain agricultural tax
designation, some landowners will respond by increasing agricultural activity, regardless of whether such increase is profitable or appropriate for the land. Other
landowners will subdivide or sell their land due to the
increased tax burden. In either case, tax revenue increases realized may be counter-balanced or surpassed
by increases in the public costs of higher density development and the loss of natural amenity based ecosystem
service values due to land use change.
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From an economic perspective, a better alternative may be to optimize the health and productivity of
private lands in order to spur economic development
and sustain rural livelihoods. Payments for ecosystem
services, outdoor recreation, and eco-tourism are increasingly important sources of revenue that sustain
land-based enterprises and rural communities. Adjustments in property tax codes to accommodate these important emerging trends in agriculture and sustainable
land management should be considered. As a result, the
purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the potential of
reforming property tax structures in the Intermountain
West to provide for more diversified revenue opportunities on working lands, improved opportunities for wildlife and natural resources management, the protection
of intact agricultural and open space lands, and
economic benefits for local communities.
This report has four general sections followed
by a section synthesizing recommendations, conclusions and caveats:
1. A comparative review of differential agricultural
taxation laws in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
Utah and Wyoming.
2. A discussion of the potential dimensions of
proposed revisions to current laws to enable the
treatment of agricultural lands under such legislation to include management for wildlife habitat,
open space and other publicly valued rural land
attributes, as adopted by other Western states.
3. A review of the potential dimensions of economic
impact due to enabling diversified management of
agricultural land use, as well as the likely implications of stricter compliance with the current agricultural use taxation laws relative to the current situation or ‘baseline’ case.
4. An illustrative estimate of the economic impact of
the potential changes on the states of Colorado,
New Mexico and Utah is provided, including hypothetical representative ranches in high growth, high
amenity rural counties of each of these states.

Section 1. Comparative Review of Use Value Assessment Programs for Agriculture
All fifty states offer some type of use value
assessment program for land used in agriculture. The
programs are a response to concerns that high development pressure, primarily near residential areas, will
result in higher property values, higher assessments,
and more property taxes paid on agricultural lands. The
intent of the programs is to reduce the tax cost of owning land that is in productive use, and thereby lower
the likelihood that high tax bills will result in the development of agricultural land.9 Use value assessment
programs typically base the property tax assessment
solely on the value of the agricultural the development
rights untaxed. Criteria used include productivity of the
land, effectively leaving the value of current land use,
parcel size, income/use qualification, and any prior use
requirements.
Each state assesses qualifying land parcels according to the income that an owner actually earns, or
might reasonably expect to earn, from the land, by
using typical management practices that result in average yields for the area. The exact details of the programs differ in a variety of ways, but the basic methods
used are similar. The assessor10 estimates the revenue
that is, or could be, generated from a parcel, based on
its area-appropriate use in agriculture or grazing and the
growing conditions typical to the area. Actual or typical
expenses are then calculated and deducted from revenue
in order to establish the net income. The net income, or
lease payment if appropriate, is then capitalized at a
statutory rate in order to calculate the approximate
market value of the property as determined solely by
the productive capacity of the land in its current use.
This method ignores any increment in property value
due to the possibility of future development, or due to
any amenities that do not result in higher productivity
as determined by the state formula.

9
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vary by use. Arizona uses an assessment ratio of 16% on agricultural property, as compared to 19% on commercial and industrial property, and 10% on residential property. Colorado uses an assessment ratio of 7.96% on residential property, and a ratio of 29% on most other properties, including agricultural. Wyoming’s assessment ratio is 9.5% for most properties, including agricultural, and 11% for industrial property. Thus the advantage of differential assessment ratios is nil or even negative
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be shown below, the benefit of current use valuation far exceeds any differential created by variations in assessment ratios.
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This section compares the various criteria used
by five intermountain states: Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. All five programs are
specifically designed for land that is used for agriculture, which includes grazing land, cropland, and land
used for a variety of other purposes related to the pro-
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duction of agricultural products. Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming extend the program to land that
is used for forestry or timber production, when the
production results in marketable forest products. Tables
1 and 2 present comparisons of the program details for
each state.
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Colorado allows landowners to enroll land
protected by a conservation easement; however, only
land which was used for agriculture in prior years is
eligible. Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming allow
landowners to enroll agricultural parcels that are simultaneously enrolled in the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP) or a similar program.11 Conservation
and forestry parcels typically are required to have a
management plan on file that describes how the land
will be improved to make it more productive in those
uses.
There are a few differences in how each state
defines agricultural land, mainly having to do with
improved land. All the states but Colorado tax home
sites at market value; Colorado includes the home site
as agricultural land if the occupant is involved in the
agricultural operation. Arizona allows the land used for
facilities that process agricultural products to qualify for
the program, while Utah and Wyoming expressly deny
the eligibility of land used for processing facilities. The
language used in Colorado and New Mexico suggest
that processing facilities would not qualify for the preferential treatment. This potentially points to an intent to
preserve public goods aspects of agricultural lands
management as opposed to protecting the agriculture
industry for, say, food security purposes.
The states are consistent in some matters. All
five states consider the land under traditional agricultural buildings, such as barns, to be in agricultural use.12
The presence of livestock used for pleasure or recreation does not qualify as agricultural use. Hunting and
recreational fishing do not automatically disqualify the
property from eligibility, but do not count as an agricultural use.

States vary considerably in the size of parcel
necessary for program eligibility, as shown in Table 2.
Arizona requires that land be at least 10 or 20 acres,
depending on the agricultural use; grazing land must be
large enough to support at least 40 animals. Wyoming
requires a minimum of 35 acres in the parcel. Exceptions are allowed in both states under certain circumstances. The other states have very small minimum
sizes, though Colorado does require large parcels for
properties under conservation easement which include a
residence. New Mexico has a separate requirement for
grazing parcels; they must be large enough to support at
least one animal, which in many counties is defined as
80 acres.
In most cases, the land must be actively used to
generate income, with state requirements for inclusion
in the program. These requirements vary dramatically
across states. At one extreme, Arizona simply requires a
land use that has a reasonable expectation of making a
profit, without considering the cost of the land as an
expense. Colorado has a similar requirement. Wyoming
requires a profit of at least $500 per year for land which
the owner manages, or a profit of at least $1,000 for
land leased to someone else. The earnings test for New
Mexico compares agricultural income from the land to
nonagricultural income from the land; the former must
exceed the latter. Hunting fees do not qualify as agricultural income, nor are they counted as nonagricultural
income, so they are neutral with respect the earnings
test.
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Utah has a somewhat different requirement;
land enrolled in the program must produce at least half
of the average production per acre for similar land in
the area. Previously, there was also a requirement that
the parcel produce at least $1,000 in gross income, but
that requirement was removed in 2009. A second

program, the Urban Farming Assessment Act (2013),
provides similar treatment for small cropped parcels in
Salt Lake and Davis Counties. All states other than
Wyoming require that land must have been used for
agriculture in the prior year before becoming eligible
for the program.
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When the land is used for purposes other than
those supported by the program, the owner must notify
the assessor of the change. The land is then reclassified
and assessed at market value. Utah requires that upon
such a reclassification, the landowner is responsible for
paying a “rollback tax”, calculated as the difference
between the tax that would have been due without the
program enrollment and the tax actually paid. The rollback tax must be paid on previous years in which the
land received the use value assessment, up to a maximum of five. In this case, the agricultural valuation
program does not immediately reduce taxes, but defers
them for a maximum of five years. Once they are
deferred for five years, the liability is eliminated. The
other four states do not charge any penalty or deferred
tax for a change in land use. The land is simply reclassified and taxed at the higher value going forward from
the date when the land use changed.14
Assessing land at the agricultural use value
rather than the market value will often create a dramatic
reduction in value, especially in areas with high land
prices due to development activity. However, even in
predominantly rural areas current use valuation can
result in substantial reductions in the assessed value of
property compared to market value. One 2009 study
estimated the effect of use value assessment for over
6,300 acres of agricultural land, zoned to permit nonagricultural uses, in 14 Wisconsin municipalities.15 The
assessed use value for the parcels as a whole was
$1,599,400; the estimated market value for the land was

$251,751,100. The use value used for assessment is just
0.6% of the market value for the full sample. This percentage varied considerably across the municipalities,
from a high of 6.9% in a rural area to low values of 0.10.3% in areas near the cities of Madison and
Milwaukee.
A variety of data sources indicate that effects of
a similar order of magnitude probably exist in many
parts of the Intermountain West. Utah collects information on agricultural use value and market value in
order to collect rollback taxes when necessary, making
it the most accurate source of data in the study area.
Weber County publishes an annual summary of this this
information. For the county as a whole, 4,166 parcels
were enrolled in the farmland assessment (greenbelt)
program in 2014, for a total of 159,887 acres. The
greenbelt value was $40.26 million, which was 3.8% of
the market value ($1,067.94 million). Looking at the
data from the nine regions individually, the percentage
ranged from 1.0% to 4.4%. Data from 2013 provided
similar figures, with regional percentages from 1.1% to
4.7%.
Another source of comparison data for Utah comes
from a 2009 study, which unfortunately only looked at
data from two unnamed counties.17 It presents estimated
market values and greenbelt values for a variety of agricultural lands, looking at both urban and rural areas
(which have different greenbelt valuations). Table 3
presents their findings.

14
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Utah data can also be evaluated by comparing
the 2014 farmland assessed valuations per acre (county
level) to average 2014 market values at the state level,
which are estimated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.18 These comparisons are shown in Table 4. The
USDA data present values for irrigated, non-irrigated,
and pasture land; pasture refers to land used for grazing.
The state agricultural values represent the average value
by county, averaging across all four classes of irrigated
land, both classes of dry land, meadow land, and all
four classes of grazing land. In all cases, statewide esti-

mated market value greatly exceeds the highest average
value for any county, even when looking at the most
valuable class of property within each type of use. For
example, the single most valuable county average for
irrigated land is Irrigated I in Davis County, with an
average value of $870 per acre. The other three categories of irrigated land in Davis County (II, III, and IV)
are valued at $764, $615, and $514. Other counties all
have land with an average value below $870 in every
class. However, average market value for irrigated land
in the state is estimated to be $5,250 per acre.

Comparison to USDA data appears to underestimate the
benefit of agricultural use valuation compared to the
tax data used in the earlier examples, but in all cases the
benefit is substantial, almost always resulting in a valuation that is less than 10%, even less than 5%, of the
market value. As in Wisconsin, these percentages
should be even smaller in areas with high development
pressure.

New Mexico, recent activity in Taos County provides
assessment information that allows an examination of
the effect of agricultural use valuation.19 A 2014 effort
to evaluate the use of parcels has resulted in 453 parcels
losing their agricultural status, and 37 parcels moving
into agricultural status. This change in status provides
data points for both valuations in the same year, thus
creating a very accurate comparison (though only
for a single county) Table 5 shows the results of the
analysis of these changes.

The other states studied in this section provide
significantly less data to use for similar comparisons. In

18

Utah State Tax Commission- Property Tax Division (2015) and U.S. Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics
Service (2014).
19
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The median effect of removing agricultural
status in Taos County results in an increased assessed
value by a factor of 100. Taos County is an area with
relatively high land prices, even though median income
and population growth are the average for New Mexico
as a whole.20 Reports from Mora County, another county with low median income and actually declining population, found that removing agricultural status from
parcels caused values to rise by a factor of roughly 20,
indicating that use value resulted in valuations of
approximately 5% of the market value.21 These cases
suggest that the difference between agricultural and
market values could be substantially higher in areas
with more development pressure and higher land prices.
As is the case in Utah, agricultural use valuation provides extremely high benefits to New Mexico ranchers
and farmers who qualify.
Colorado does not provide direct comparisons
between agricultural use value and market value. However, the state does provide data on the number of acres,
total value, and average value per acre for various

classes of agricultural land. This allows the construction
of average values by county and for the state. These
values can then be directly compared to USDA average
values for the state to get at least some sense of the impact of agricultural valuation.
As was the case with Utah, USDA farmland
values greatly exceed the agricultural use valuations for
every type of use. In fact, the average use value for each
county is almost always a small fraction of the market
value, except for the cases noted. In all other categories,
county use values are substantially below the USDA
values.
As the analysis demonstrates, agricultural use
valuation results in substantially lower taxable values
for landowners in Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah.
Data to make similar comparisons were not found for
Arizona or Wyoming, but since the programs are designed for the same purposes it is reasonable to expect
significant tax savings in those states as well.

20

United States Census Bureau (2015).

21
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Section 2. Preferential Assessment for Wildlife
Habitat and Other Open Space
The states discussed in Section 1 offer preferential assessment, based on current use valuation, for agricultural land. The programs are designed for parcels
that historically have been used for agriculture, and
used in such a way as to at least potentially generate a
profit. They offer extremely limited preferential assessment options for land not actively used in agriculture.
Three of the states allow land to continue to be classified as agricultural if it is enrolled in the Conservation
Reserve Program, a federal program designed to protect
and enhance agricultural productivity. Utah allows land
under permanent conservation easement to be
enrolled, but only if it continues in agricultural use.
Colorado allows large parcels under easement to be enrolled without being used for agriculture; however, they
must have been in agricultural use at the time the easement was created in order to be eligible.
Many states provide similar preferential assessment programs for undeveloped land, or open space,
which provide wildlife habitat and other benefits. The
justification is that open space also provides benefits to
surrounding communities, even if the land is not
actively used for agriculture. These programs are often
available to properties formerly in agricultural use, but
are also frequently available to properties with no
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recent history of agriculture. This section examines the
criteria used by other states who offer such programs. It
examines opportunities available to landowners in five
Western states.
Tables 7 and 8 present information about the
relevant preferential assessment programs for open
space in the comparison states. In Idaho, Montana, and
Washington the programs are part of the agricultural
valuation program. Oregon offers special programs for
non-agricultural properties, while Texas offers one
program for agricultural parcels in alternate use and
another program specifically for non-agricultural
properties.
In most of these states, land that qualifies as
open space is valued as if it were in agricultural use, so
that the “current use” valuation does not literally apply
to the actual use of the property in question; they are
valued based upon their agricultural potential, as if they
were actually in agricultural use. The properties receive
a similar tax treatment without the expectation of any
profit from activities on the land.
Table 8 provides more detail about the
programs, concentrating on the provisions relevant to
determining eligibility for open space parcels which are
not currently in agricultural use.
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Idaho’s program is similar to that of Colorado,
in that it allows eligibility for former agricultural land
under conservation easement with a conservation management plan. However, Idaho’s program explicitly
allows smaller parcels of land to be restored for the
specific benefit of wildlife, and requires a conservation
easement or conservation agreement held by a private
nonprofit 501(c)3 corporation.22 The owner must create
a management plan explaining how habitat will be
enhanced, and comply with Idaho’s noxious weed law.
This land need not have been recently used for agriculture. Montana’s program is considerably more accessible for open space properties, since any parcels of at
least 160 acres are eligible, as long as there are no residential, commercial, or industrial activities, and no deed
restrictions that prohibit future use in agriculture. No
history of agricultural use is necessary for large parcels.
Oregon’s three programs, Conservation Easement (CE), Open Space (OS), and Wildlife Habitat and
Conservation Management (WH), have some differences. The CE program allows the enrollment of any
property under a conservation easement meeting the
requirements of IRS Rule 170(h), including the requirement of perpetuity. CE properties are assessed as if they
were in either agricultural or forestry use. OS properties
can qualify under any of nine possible criteria, subject
to local approval. In this program, the assessed value is
determined by the actual use, rather than the local agricultural value. WH properties must have an approved
management plan, and a certification that the landowner
has begun to implement the plan. These properties are
also assessed as if they were used for forestland or agriculture. Counties can choose whether or not to participate in the WH program.
Texas offers two agricultural programs, with
the great majority of properties enrolled in the Open
Space Agricultural Use Value program. This program
allows landowners to take property previously in agricultural use and convert it to wildlife management. The

property continues to be valued as if it were in agriculture. The landowner must complete at least 3 of 7 possible approved activities designed to aid a particular population of wildlife, and those animals must be produced
for human use. The human use condition is very
broadly defined, encompassing hunting, fishing, birdwatching, and other activities. The landowner must
submit a management plan to the county appraiser.
Counties appear to have some leeway to set a minimum
parcel size, depending on local agricultural
productivity. There are no income requirements.
The second Texas program, Use Valuation for
Park, Recreational, or Scenic Land, allows landowners
to apply for preferential assessment on such properties
after filing a deed restriction that prevents an alternative
use for at least ten years. The land is then valued as
restricted.
Idaho and Montana do not charge penalties or
deferred taxes for any change of use away from agriculture. Oregon’s CE and WH programs require the return
of all deferred taxes for up to ten years if land use is
changed in an area zoned for exclusive farm use, and
the return of deferred taxes for up to five years in other
zones. The OS penalty is the return of all deferred taxes
during the entire period of time the parcel received the
use valuation assessment, plus interest of 8% per year
since deferral.23 Texas properties with changed use
must pay up to five years of deferred tax plus interest
accrued at 7%.
Washington has a program that is similar to the
Oregon Special Assessment Open Space plan, but with
more oversight by local government.24 Parcels of any
size are eligible to apply, based on meeting one or more
of a large number of broad criteria. The application is
made to the appropriate granting authority, which is
either the county, or the city and the county. The granting authority determines whether the application should
be approved, based on “the benefits to the general welfare of preserving the current use of the property.”25

22

Land owned by such a corporation is also eligible for the program.

23

This penalty cannot exceed the difference between the real market value and the assessed value as open space in the year the
property is withdrawn from the program.
24

Washington’s Open Space Taxation Act also includes the agriculture and forestry programs, which are very similar to the other
programs discussed above.
25

“Open Space Taxation Act”, Washington Department of Revenue (June 2014).
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If the property is approved for enrollment, it is
valued at its current use, subject to that valuation being
no lower than the valuation for agricultural land in the
same area. Counties also have the option of establishing
a public benefit rating system for open space. The criteria for that system determine both the eligibility of a
property and the valuation of enrolled properties.
Owners of properties that are withdrawn from the
program are required to pay seven years of deferred tax
plus interest; owners must announce the intent to withdraw, and wait two years before doing so.
The degree of local governmental control of the
Washington program is somewhat unusual compared to
other states that offer use valuation for open space.26
The creation of a county-specific public benefit rating
system appears to be unique at this time, at least in the
United States.

Section 3: Conceptual approach to the analysis; potential dimensions of economic impact
A key issue for agricultural land use taxes involves rewarding legitimate agricultural operations for
providing benefits to the public without creating tax
loopholes for speculators or hobbyists. Good policy will
align the incentives facing landowners with the broader
objectives of the state. Poor policy results in an inequitable tax burden and/or the failure to meet land use and
economic development objectives. The agricultural tax
laws described in Section 1 detail state efforts to meet
these objectives. The unintended consequences of such
regulations can include:
1. Encouraging unsustainable land management practices in order to remain in compliance with narrow
average carrying capacity based requirements of the
law;
2. Forcing local assessors into difficult and largely
subjective choices as to when operators are or are
not in compliance with the intent vs the letter of the
law; and
3. Foreclosing potential or emerging economic opportunities commensurate with providing the public
benefits similar to agricultural land management,
but not in strict compliance with the currently
required practices under the state’s agricultural use
value legislation.

Section 2 details state efforts to address these three
challenges with existing agricultural land use legislation
by either:
1. extensive land management activities; or
2. Creating parallel legislation to specifically address
these land use alternatives with tax assessments
similar to agricultural use.
Without passing judgement as to which of these
legislative approaches might be most appropriate for the
particular realities in each state, in Section 3 we hope to
describe a means by which the likely economic effect of
such alternatives might be estimated. We capture the
portfolio of likely land use alternatives discussed in
Section 2 under the umbrella term ‘diversified management.’ Diversified management is compared to ‘stricter
enforcement’ with the current, or ‘baseline,’ agricultural use taxation legislation using our best understanding
of the likely land use changes that might be observed
under those conditions. In Section 4 we then proceed to
undertake economic estimates of these three potential
land use outcomes and discuss their implications.
Broader economic implications of individual land use
decisions
Extending the status quo use value assessment, or
baseline, stricter enforcement of the current policy and
diversified management each have distinct implications
for the financial incentives facing farm and ranch operators’ investments in agricultural and alternative land
use practices. Changes in production decisions and land
use choices of local farmers and ranchers lead to changes in economic activity along the entire supply chain
and, therefore, in the economic health and wellbeing of
communities.
A transition to stricter compliance or diversified management by a large number of farms and
ranches could lead to significant changes to the
structure of their local and regional economies. When
farms and ranches shift from producing agricultural
products to other goods and services the value of their
output changes. Farms and ranches produce agricultural
products, but also the public benefits discussed above.
Diversified management produces fewer agricultural
products, but more recreation and tourism opportunities, and perhaps a somewhat different mix of public
benefits in the form of land aesthetics and ecosystem
services. While demand for certain agricultural inputs

26

The only other states that require local approval are California, Connecticut, Oregon (Wildlife Habitat only), Tennessee, and
Virginia. Four other states allow local approval as one of several possible enrollment methods.
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While demand for certain agricultural
inputs will decrease, sectors that support natural
resource conservation and recreation will see increased
demand. Large changes can affect employment
decisions, consumer spending, industrial output, and tax
receipts in regions that host affected farming and
ranching operations and connected industries.
The conversion of land from productive uses
(e.g., agriculture, recreation, tourism) to unproductive
uses (e.g., residential) has broad economic
consequences. Although it is true that people have to
live somewhere, each acre of land used for housing that
could have been used for agriculture/recreation reduces
production and sales and the economic impact of the
sector. It may also create a net fiscal drain on taxpayers
for those community services that increase in cost with
increases in distance from city center (e.g., school
busses, snow plows, emergency services, sewer, water,
electric). Although the agricultural tax burden is
substantially lower than residential uses, the demand for
community services is even lower.
The American Farmland Trust (AFT, 1999)
reports:
• Residential development requires $1.15 in community
services for every $1 of tax revenues it contributes.
• Farm and forest land uses require $0.35 in services for
every $1 of tax revenue generated, and
• Commercial or industrial uses demand even less
($0.27: $1) relative to their contribution.

The USDA (Heimlich and Anderson 2001)
reports:
• Residential development requires $1.24 in community
services for every $1 of tax revenue generated,
• Agriculture demands $0.38 in services per $1 of tax
revenue contributed.
In sum, commercial, industrial, agricultural and
forest uses of lands pay for themselves from a public
policy perspective and residential development, on average, is a net drain on county coffers.
Increasing the density of housing, while maintaining or increasing public (rather than private) urban
green spaces to manage population and income growth
is more likely to result in net fiscal benefits relative to a
lower density alternative.
Forces of land use change
Land use change is expected where there are
incentives for change. Population and income growth
increase the value of residential properties and the
incentive to convert agricultural land to residential use
by driving a larger and larger wedge between the value
of land in agriculture27 and its value in alternative uses.
In general, counties can be classified into one of four
categories: urban high amenity, urban low amenity,
rural high amenity and rural low amenity with likely
impacts of the policy differing for each county type.
These qualities are summarized Table 9 below.
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Agricultural use taxation provides an incentive
for agricultural land uses relative to residential uses
(recall Section 1 for the substantial difference in tax
incidence/burden) and reduces the incentive to convert.
Diversified management use taxation should have a
similar effect. Tightening enforcement in an attempt to
close the agricultural tax loophole, without considering
public good dimensions of extensive land management,
will increase the incentive to convert.
Due to the common characteristics of agricultural use taxation reviewed in Section 1, smaller properties closer to high growth and/or more affluent communities will experience greater private incentives to convert to residential uses. Mitigating, sometimes
co-located, characteristics include significant off farm
income, diversification of on farm activities, including
recreation, and non-economic (e.g. family, traditional)
motivations for landownership among others.28 In
addition, the value of natural amenities, recreational
opportunities, views, etc., also increases with population and income growth.29 , 30 Providing incentives to
nurture these dimensions of working landscapes can
prevent development of land that is highly valued for its
urban proximity, natural amenities or both, as well as
offer alternative use opportunities for non-threatened
farms. In turn, such communities will feature higher
values than otherwise expected for residential properties due to spillover effects of proximity to abundant
natural amenities and recreational opportunities.31
Building agricultural land use change scenarios:
Baseline assumptions:
In the absence of a change in state policy or of
its enforcement, we assume that farms and ranches will
not change land use for the foreseeable future despite
potential intentions of the owners and opportunities to
do so due to population and income growth. That is,
land currently classified as agricultural remains so for
the baseline analysis.

Alternatives: Stricter enforcement and diversified management:
Although arguments could be made in either
direction at the margin (i.e., more pasture will come
available at lower prices, fewer farm services will be
closely available, local culture will become less farm
friendly), we assume, on balance, farmers and ranchers
currently in compliance with existing agricultural use
value legislation will not be materially affected by
tightened enforcement of these laws by county assessors. Of course, changes or strong variation in weather,
federal farm policy, commodity prices, input prices, or
household dynamics could easily move operations
temporarily or permanently out of the compliance category and more likely subject to conversion pressures.
Farmers and ranchers who are not currently in compliance could respond to tightened enforcement in three
primary ways. They could:






Increase production/stocking rates/sales in order to
come into compliance and retain agricultural use
value taxation;
Anticipate a substantial increase in their tax bill due
to redesignation and therefore sell the property for
(residential) development;
Manage the property for a mix of alternative land
use under ‘diversified management’ legislation, if
there were such an option in place.

Logically, farmers and ranchers who are not
currently in compliance are doing so either because
they are legitimate farmers but the current condition of
their property is not conducive to managing stocking/
sales rates high enough to comply, because they are
managing for diverse objectives, including natural
resource values, or because they are hobbyists or
speculators taking advantage of a tax loophole. In any
case, attempts to come into compliance may result in
poor land management, inappropriate use of marginal
lands, inefficient use of resources and reductions in
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Charles Barnard et al. (2008)
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environmental quality. As a result, tightened enforcement is likely to result in the conversion of some lands
to residential or commercial uses due to closing the tax
loophole, but also due to a lack of ability to explore
short or longer term diversified management alternatives to hedge against, or a strategy to take advantage
of, variations in climatic or economic conditions, while
still maintaining the public benefits of extensive land
management.
With the ability to engage in diversified land
management practices marginal farms and ranches have
the opportunity to provide valuable public benefits in
the form of natural resource conservation, ecosystem
services and recreation opportunities. Diversified management could limit both farming induced land degradation and the development of valuable rural landscapes.
To summarize, the following types of land use will
be estimated:
1. Baseline or status quo
2. Stricter enforcement resulting in:
A. Some increases in the intensity of farming
activities.
B. Some amount of conversion of agricultural
land into residential properties.
3. Provisions for use value taxation in diversified
management resulting in:
A. Some conversion of farming and ranching
to natural resource conservation activities.
B. Some avoided conversion of agricultural
lands to residential properties.
Using this information, three scenarios will be
considered relative to the baseline:
1. tax policies are more strictly enforced without diversified management incentives;
2. status quo enforcement of agricultural land use tax
policies, but new use tax provisions for diversified
management are available;
3. both stricter enforcement and diversification are
part of the policy landscape.
Section 4: Economic impact analysis: Data and
empirical methods
Modeling changes in the economic base:
Changes in the public policy environment
affect private landowner incentives, which in turn result
June 2015 Agricultural and Resource Policy Report, No. 2

in decisions affecting the landscape among agricultural,
diversified management and residential uses. These
changes in land use, modeled as changes in (agriculture,
tourism, etc.) industry output (sales), will affect
purchases of local goods and services, employment, and
tax receipts and therefore have local, regional and state
level economic implications. The economic contributions of agricultural and alternative land use practices
will be measured by modifying the output of the related
industry in the IMPLAN software. Changes in total
agricultural output are calculated by estimating the
number of farms and ranches affected in each of the
four county types described in Table 9 and summing the
net change in output.
There are two essential types of data needed to
calculate economic changes in the IMPLAN model: the
first are data on constructed by the IMPLAN Group Inc.
for use in their IMPLAN regional economic impact
modeling software and the second are land use and
management characteristics that allow for the estimation of changes to model inputs. The IMPLAN software
provides production functions for 536 industries along
with numerical figures for output, employment, income,
and tax revenue sourced from government databases
that allow for the assessment of industry changes on the
entire regional economy. By specifying changes to agricultural output and sectors affiliated with alternative
land uses it is possible to trace a shift in production
through intermediate suppliers and consumers to
estimate the effect on the larger economy. IMPLAN
uses the industry production functions and relationships
between economic actors captured in a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) to calculate the net change in measurements of economic activity for a specified region.
Changes to industry output alters industry purchases
from intermediate suppliers, consumer spending,
industry employment, and government tax receipts. As
a result any change to one area of the economy is
followed through all affected industries giving a holistic
view of the changes.
Adapting IMPLAN with USDA Data: Agriculture,
Natural Resource Conservation, Natural Amenities
In order to use IMPLAN, data on agricultural
and alternative land use activity is needed to specify the
correct changes in IMPLAN. To populate the inputoutput model farm characteristics from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 2012 Census of Agriculture are used to identify representative farm characteristics including average size and output for each industry.
Estimates for the cost of alternative land uses related to
Page

natural resource conservation come from the USDA
Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) payment scenarios32 and estimates of recreation spending
are obtained from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife
(NSFW).33 Changes in recreation days by nonresidents
will result in increased spending in the community on
food and lodging, transportation, equipment and other
expenditures that can be modeled in IMPLAN. Conservation payments are considered household or proprietor
income for the farmer; however, if conservation payments are assumed to be spent on natural resource conservation activities then they will be captured by conservation spending.
The Rural-Urban Continuum Codes and a
Natural Amenity Index compiled by the USDA
Economic Research Service allow for distinctions based
on urbanity and measures of natural amenity value. The
IMPLAN software provides the underlying economic
framework for the region of interest and allows for the
calculation of economic activity under user defined
scenarios; however, this will not capture the full effect
of land use changes. Neither nonmarket values such as
land aesthetics and ecosystem services nor the relative
efficiency of land practices, including the cost of
providing community services, can be captured in
IMPLAN. These values must be calculated separately
using estimates of nonmarket values and returns to tax
dollars collected from the literature.

Scenario building: Estimating changes in land use
Economic effect of the agriculture industry

To estimate how much a farm or ranch
contributes to economic output, farm characteristics
will be assessed based on the average characteristics of
a farm in a given industry. As a result, distinctions
among farms and ranches are made only based on the
industry they belong to and do not otherwise vary. It is
logical that extensively managed lands (e.g., beef and
sheep operations) and supporting agricultural operations
(e.g., hay) are most likely to be affected by these policies. Estimates will be used to provide reasonable
approximations of the number of farms and ranches and
acreage affected by policy changes. This allows for a
proxy measure for operations vulnerable to the financial
influence of tax policy changes by industry. Scenarios
are defined based on how many operations in each
industry are affected.
Diversified management
Land can be converted into natural resource
conservation practice at a per acre cost using the NRCS
data. It is not necessary to assume the parcel receives
NRCS funding; the NRCS data are used only to estimate project cost. Recreational land use may also require some constant maintenance costs that can be
framed as NRCS practices so natural resource conservation and recreation are not mutually exclusive. These
changes will be modeled as increased sector output.

Recreation will increase output in food, lodging,
32

Colorado Payment Scenarios available online at: http://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/toc.aspx?CatID=1430

33National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, & Wildlife available online at: http://www.census.gov/prod/www/fishing.html
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and recreation sectors based on a change in nonresident
recreation days. These can be interpreted as new spending if they are assumed to not have otherwise visited the
state. While resident recreation days may also increase,
it commonly assumed that they would have spent their

money on something else within the state if not on
recreation. Resident recreation is only a contribution to
the economy if they would have otherwise recreated out
of state. This activity is not considered in the model.

Nonmarket benefits are not generated in IMPLAN, but
can be calculated using estimates from available literature. An analysis of 18 studies yields 38 estimates for
the value of preserving land for future generations,
aesthetics, and wildlife habitat. Per acre estimates of
nonmarket benefits can be calculated to determine a
nonmarket value of farm land that can be applied to lots

of various sizes. Our analysis finds the average value of
nonmarket benefits is $2.31 per acre for open space and
ranchland. This benefit transfer excludes other forms

of nonmarket benefits and could be considered a
lower bound estimate of the total value created by
open land.
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Constructed with the NRC Practice to IMPLAN Code guide accessible online at: ftp://ftp-fc.sc.egov.usda.gov/Economics/
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Adaptation to address fiscal effects
Sprawl and/or land use density effects on net tax
revenues are not generated in IMPLAN, but can be
calculated using estimates from available literature.
Cost of community services is calculated on a per acre
basis. Using the total number of rural acres affected and
an average 35 acre household a number of new rural
residences is determined.35 Literature figures for average tax generation per person are utilized with the average household size to determine total tax revenue
raised. Applying the finding that “dispersed rural res-

idential development in Colorado costs county
government and schools $1.65 in expenditures for
every dollar of new revenue received” the total
cost of community services is calculated.36

Development pressure and opportunity cost
In order to account for development pressure and other
land opportunity factors, farms and ranches will be
classified as either urban low amenity, urban high
amenity, nonurban low amenity or nonurban high
amenity based on the characteristic of the county they
reside in using USDA guidelines (Table 9). The U.S.
Department of Agriculture has released a natural
amenity index that rates counties based on the relative
prevalence of climate, topology and surface water
measures. The index considers warm winters, winter
sun, temperate
summers, summer
humidity,
topographic variation and proximity to surface water
but does not consider value added amenities or scenic
beauty. It assigns each characteristic a standardized
value and the scale is equally weighted sum of the
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A 35 acre household is chosen as the unit of analysis to remain consistent with the original study which found that on average, dispersed rural residential development in the conversion of 35 acres of agricultural land in Colorado costs county government and schools $1.65 in expenditures for every dollar of new revenue received. Thirty-five acres is used in the reference study due to Colorado’s state rural subdivision regulation known as ‘the 35 acre rule.’ Home rule counties, such as
Weld County with an 80 acre rule, do not necessarily abide by the state subdivision regulations.
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Calculated from R. Coupal and A. Seidl Rural Land Use and Your Taxes: The Fiscal Impact of Rural Residential Development in Colorado. March 2003. 25 pp.
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values. Since the scale is meant to track characteristics
attractive for permanent residential population change it
underestimates value where amenities are primarily
seasonal. Nevertheless, it provides a consistent classification for amenity value across the Unites States with a
few caveats. For the purposes of this study any county
that is two standard deviations or more above mean

amenity values is considered to be high amenity, while
all other counties are considered low amenity.
Colorado’s “Front Range” and mountain counties, for
example, typically rank highly on this index. The

USDA RUIC provides even more detail with nine
types of urban influence accounted for allowing for
the determination of urban and rural influence.

Figure 1: Natural Amenities Scale (U.S.)
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The Baseline Scenario:
The baseline scenario considers the current
contribution of the hay, beef, sheep and goat farming
sectors to the Colorado economy in 2012. The market
value of all agricultural products as well as private land
based tourism and recreation income is taken from the
2012 USDA Census of Agriculture. These figures are
entered into IMPLAN to estimate the number of jobs
and total output the activity supports. Total nonmarket
value of agricultural land in these industries is
calculated and the contribution of nonresident
recreation days is also measured using figures from the
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2011 USFWS National Survey of Fish and Wildlife.
These numbers provide an estimate of the status quo
and illustrate the relative magnitude of results based on
the methodology. If estimates are not within expectations this could point to possible areas where new data
or empirical methods may improve the model; however,
tightened enforcement and diversified management
policy scenarios occur relative to these levels of spending, job creation and total economic activity which
allows for reasonable comparison across results. There
are a few caveats due to methodology and assumptions
summarized in Table 16.

Page

Stricter Enforcement:
In a scenario of stricter enforcement, urban
farms and ranches operating at a loss are most likely to
be affected, though impacts will occur everywhere.
Some increase in stocking levels or other agricultural
activity occurs to meet tax requirements while other
farm and ranch land is sold to developers, reducing
agricultural output. The cost of providing community
services increases where rural residential development
takes place and all nonmarket land benefits are lost on
developed farmland. We assume that residential development is possible in urban areas without converting
agricultural lands through infill and other forms of
higher density development. Thus, stricter enforcement
of agricultural use value legislation will shift residential
development to agricultural lands. The loss of environmental amenities and farmland result in a decrease in
nonresident recreation days.
Diversified Management:

discussed in Section 2. If diversified management is
part of a tightened enforcement policy some disqualified landowners will invest in natural resource conservation and management diversification rather than sell.
Other farmers may also elect to engage in natural resource conservation activities without risk to their agricultural tax status. Spending on alternative activities
can occur using low, average and high cost natural resource conservation activities. Some landowners will
receive conservation payments that are invested in natural resource conservation. Loss of economic and environmentally valuable land is prevented and some improvements may occur. Recreation days by out of state
visitors may increase.
Results
Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Baseline Scenario

The diversified management scenario is
generally what one might expect under either Oregon’s
Wildlife Habitat and Conservation Management or
Texas’ Open Space Agricultural Use Value programs
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Estimated values for future generations, aesthetics, and wildlife habitat from benefit transfer analysis by the authors based
upon the valuation literature cited in the bibliography.
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The agricultural census provides information on
both agricultural output and income from agritourism
and recreation. In Colorado the estimated direct agricultural output of hay, beef cattle, sheep and goat farming
sectors in 2012 was $1,316,413,963 which directly
employed 7,693 people. Demand from intermediate
supply industries added an additional $302 million and
supported 1,301 jobs. The net contribution of all three
industries including direct, indirect and induced
economic activity was nearly $1.9 billion in total output
and 11,000 in job support. The agritourism and recreation income on Colorado hay, beef, sheep and goat
farms and ranches totaled $13,405,115 and supported
just over $19 million of economic output and 91 jobs.
Recreation spending by nonresidents in Colorado
totaled nearly $310 million for fishing, hunting and
wildlife watching. These visitors generated slightly
more than $320 million in total output and supported
nearly 3,500 jobs. Combined, the activity associated
with agriculture, agritourism and recreation generated
$115 million in state and local tax revenue.
The estimated nonmarket value of maintaining
land currently employed in hay, beef, sheep and goat
operations for future generations, aesthetics and wildlife
habitat totals $2.31 per acre or slightly less than $41.5
for current agricultural lands. In sum, the total annual
economic impact of the baseline scenario on the

Colorado economy is $2.4 billion and 14,527 jobs.
While most of this value is derived directly from agricultural market activity the associated recreation and
land benefits account for 17% of the total value derived
from agriculture.
Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Stricter Enforcement
By means of illustration, based upon our understanding
of the data and best estimate, 50% of urban farms and
ranches and 25% of rural farms and ranches will be
disqualified from their agricultural tax status under
stricter enforcement of current laws. This situation
reflects the assumption that rural farms and ranches are
less likely to be disqualified as they are more often
characterized as traditional farming operations rather
than hobby or adaptive farms.39 These 6,145 farms and
ranches represent 6,333,285 acres, about 35% of the
total hay, beef, sheep and goat operations. In terms of
productivity this represents nearly 33% of urban and
25% of rural farms and ranches operating at a loss. Beef
ranching represents the majority of both farms and
ranches and acres affected with 3,752 farms and
ranches accounting for 5,174,478 acres while hay,
sheep and goat farming account for the remaining

2,393 farms and ranches and 1,158,807 acres.
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In response to stricter enforcement, 50% of
disqualified urban and rural farms and ranches increase
production by 15% to meet agricultural valuation
standards, while the other 50% of farms and ranches are
sold and subdivided to meet demand for new housing.40
While the increase in agricultural activity to meet the
newly enforced requirements counters the loss that
occurs from residential development the overall result is
a net loss of agricultural output and farm related
agritourism activity totaling $200 million in direct output and 1,160 agricultural sector jobs. This loss induces
a contraction in related supply industries as well as
sectors that utilize agricultural output with the total
effect on the economy of 1,662 jobs and almost $290
million in total output lost in all direct, intermediate and
induced sectors. The available data do not directly
connect recreation days to private land use. However, it
is safe to assume that outdoor recreation will not
increase due to land conversion to residential development, as significant wildlife habitat, viewsheds, and
other attributes of the outdoor recreation experience
will certainly be lost.
If recreation days from
nonresidents are reduced very modestly, say by 10%, as
a result of development, the economy will lose
$30,936,239 in recreation spending. This activity would
have supported 577 jobs and $37.3 million in total
economic activity. Total state and local tax revenue
collected is $96.6 million, almost $18 million less than
what is collected in the baseline scenario. This include
social insurance, sales, income, property, motor vehicle
and other taxes.
In addition to the loss in marketable agricultural
and recreation output the associated reduction in farmed
land would itself have significant implications for
public welfare in Colorado. The identified market effect

would cause the total acres in agriculture to be reduced
by 3,166,643. If land use shifts to anything other than
managed or idle open space the nonmarket benefits
generated by Colorado land would be reduced by $7.3
million. The increased activity of those operations
managing to the assessor could further reduce the
ability of Colorado farm land to support ecosystem
services and other nonmarket benefits.
Where this land is converted to rural residential
development the cost of providing community services
in rural areas would increase from approximately $0.35
per dollar of tax revenue for farm land to $1.65 per
dollar of tax revenue for rural residences.41
Coloradoans generate, on average, $926 in relevant tax
revenue per person.42 If lost agricultural land is divided
into 35 acre parcels, the 1,303,794 rural acres create
37,251 new residences. Assuming the state average
household size of 2.49 people, this generates $86
million in tax revenue, but creates $141.7 million in
service costs. Assuming the same 2.49 people per
household the 1,290 rural farms and ranches would
have generated nearly $3 million in tax revenue at a
cost of only $1 million. A cost of community service
surplus of $1.9 million is transformed into a $55.7
million deficit. The analysis of the cost of providing
community services is independent from the estimated
change in tax revenue generated. Since the cost of community services pertains to how far a dollar of tax revenue goes in covering the costs of servicing that area
while state and local tax revenue are estimated in
IMPLAN by applying Census of Government Finances
data to the economic activity specified in the scenario
the two figures can be added so long as the ratio of cost
to revenue remains constant. Incorporating changes to
both the cost and revenue gives a more complete picture
than looking at changes in tax generation or costs alone.
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An increase in output of 15% is chosen as a reasonable approximation of what might be expected. If the change in output needed to manage to meet agricultural valuation standards under stricter enforcement were too high, it is unlikely farms and ranches
would do so since they are already choosing to under produce. The assumption is that marginal farms and ranches that value
maintaining agricultural status for future benefit will chose to increase output while farms and ranches that are far under threshold
will not. This may be reasonable because farms and ranches that have fallen far out of production have done so for some reason
which could reflect poor production potential, owner preferences or other factors which may be correlated with a willingness or
ability to increase farm output. On the other hand marginal farms and ranches have less of a burden to meet and have displayed
some preference for higher production levels. Overall, 15% represents an average for all farms and ranches managing to meet
agricultural valuation standards under stricter enforcement, thus it is not necessary that no farm increases output by 50% or more
and farms and ranches could increase output by less. However, the results could benefit from a sensitivity analysis and from sitespecific expert opinion relevant to any particular case under examination.
41

R. Coupal and A. Seidl. Rural Land Use and Your Taxes: The Fiscal Impact of Rural Residential Development in Colorado.
March 2003. 25 pp.
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Calculated from R. Coupal and A. Seidl Rural Land Use and Your Taxes: The Fiscal Impact of Rural Residential Development
in Colorado. March 2003. 25 pp.
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In sum, the effect of stricter enforcement of
existing agricultural use value laws is a net loss of
approximately $413 million due to reduced agricultural
production, recreation, tourism and nonmarket benefits
of Colorado agricultural lands in exchange for 37,251
low density houses and a net loss in public services
expenditures of over $55 million statewide.

Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Stricter Enforcement
– Representative Ranch
It is illustrative to scale the state analysis to the
level of a representative Colorado farm or ranch operation. There are 5,709 hay farming operations in
Colorado. The average operation is 500 acres in size
and produces $45,497 in total market value of agricultural products sold. Of all hay farms it is estimated that
agritourism and recreation income totaled $979,115, or
about $11,205 per farm reporting this type of income. If
stricter enforcement results in disqualification from the
agricultural tax, closing the average Colorado hay operation results in a $45,668 loss in agricultural and
agritourism output that supported a total of $70,714 in
economic output and one job. The nonmarket value of
the lost farm is $1,156. The typical farm affected by
stricter enforcement will be one that is under producing
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relative to legal thresholds; if they choose not to
increase output then their productivity is lost. While
nearly half of all hay farm operations are located in
rural low amenity counties, the typical farm sold to
development is probably located in an urban area, a
high amenity area, or both.
The average beef cattle ranching operation in
Colorado is 1,379 acres and contributes $92,196 in annual output of agricultural goods including agritourism
and recreation. The majority of beef ranching operations are in low amenity counties; however, there are
still 5,198,830 high amenity acres. On average a typical
ranch operation supports $130,976 in total output and
one job. This, along with $3,186 in nonmarket value, is
lost when a typical ranch is developed. A 1,379 acre
ranch has the potential to convert to 39 rural residential
parcels at 35 acres each.
An average sheep and goat operation is 416
acres and generates $81,237 in direct economic output.
Closing it would reduce total regional output by
$110,601 and employment by 1 job. Land of this size
also supports $960 of nonmarket benefits on average. A
typical sheep and goat operation affected will also be
under producing and those that sell to developers are
more likely to be in urban or high amenity areas, or
both.
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Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified Management (Low)
In this scenario the same number of urban
farms and rural farms and ranches are disqualified from
their agricultural tax status as under stricter enforcement. Like the stricter enforcement scenario, 50% of
reclassified urban and rural farms and ranches increase
production by 15% to meet agricultural valuation
standards. Here, the disqualified farms and ranches that
do not change management to come into compliance
can choose to participate in diversified management
instead of selling to developers. We assume that only
those farms that would have been sold would be
interested in alternative land management practices that
could allow them to keep their farm; however, in
practice farms that managed to the assessor may also be
interested in diversified management as an alternative
to increasing production.

agricultural output by 15%, but still preserve
$100,198,486 in output of marketable farm products
and direct on farm agritourism. An increase in 15% is
used to remain consistent with the assumed decrease
of 15% in a stricter enforcement scenario. The assumption is that farms and ranches managing to meet agricultural valuation standards are nearer to the threshold than
farms and ranches sold. Similarly, farms and ranches
foregoing agricultural production for diversified management are not likely to be giving up the most agriculturally
productive lands. Agricultural activity that is
not lost supports 580 agricultural sector jobs and 831
jobs could be saved overall. Total regional output supported by the agricultural activity that is not lost is
$144.3 million.

In this example, based on our best estimate and
for illustrative purposes, 50% of disqualified farms and
ranches not managing for compliance engage in
diversified management and the rest are sold to development. As a result 1,536 farms and ranches are sold,
1,536 farms and ranches participate in diversified management and 3,073 farms and ranches manage for
compliance. Farms and ranches engaged in diversified
management
rather than development reduce

If disqualified farms and ranches managing for
natural resource conservation or recreation land practices do so on half their acreage, they will create economic activity on 791,661 acres associated with these
land management practices. These land use practices
are not mutually exclusive from each other but are in
addition to what is gained from providing the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife survey recreation activities. The measure
of benefit from these practices is in addition to what
would have been generated in the status quo scenario.
New land use management practices total $11.4 million
in spending by previously disqualified farms. This supports 75 jobs and close to $18 million in total output.

Additionally, farms and ranches that are not threatened
by disqualification may engage in diversified management. These may be farmers that would benefit from
the improved ecosystem services or land quality, have
the opportunity to capitalize additional recreation and
agritourism income, or have personal preference for
natural resource conservation and land management. In
this example, in addition to those farms and ranches

that go into diversified management above, a conservative 10% of urban high amenity acres are assumed to be
conserved or managed for recreation, while 15% of rural high amenity and 5% rural low amenity acres participate. No urban farms and ranches in low amenity areas
engage in diversified management. These assumptions
reflect the idea that in order to engage in diversified
management for natural resource conservation or
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recreation activities there must be some benefit to be
gained. Benefits here only mainly to high amenity areas, while all rural areas are favorable to natural
resource conservation and recreation due to larger plot
sizes and lower development pressures. The greatest
benefits then accrue in rural high amenity areas. If these
agricultural operations participating in low spending
diversified management decrease output by 15% the net
change in total output will be a loss of over $8.8 million
in direct agricultural output, 74 total jobs and almost
$13 million in total output. However, the land management practices associated with farms and ranches not
subject to disqualification totals 796,959 acres and adds
$11.5 million to the natural resource conservation and
recreation land management industries. These
additional diversified farms and ranches support 76 jobs
and $17.8 million in total output. Overall, the 1,588,619
acres participating have an average cost of new land
management practices of $14.36 per acre. The new natural resource conservation and recreation land management activities will result in a gain of 151 jobs and
almost $37 million in total output. If diversified

management leads to a 10% increase in recreation days
by nonresidents, recreation spending will increase by
$30.1 million, supporting 345 jobs and creating $32
million in total regional output. Total tax generation
under this scenario is approximately $110 million
which is just over $4 million less than the baseline, but
nearly $13.5 million more than stricter enforcement
alone.

Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified Management (Medium)

resource conservation and recreation land management
practices described in the table below. Average spending works out to $71.63 per acre. These higher cost activities have the potential to support 775 jobs and
$180.7 million in total output.

This scenario is the same as above, except
farms and ranches engage in the average cost natural
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Another benefit of not developing 1,583,321
acres under diversified management is that nearly $3.7
million in farmland related nonmarket value is
preserved. The 1,583,321 acres of developed land consists of 651,897 rural acres. Rural residential development is estimated to halve under diversified management as compared to stricter enforcement, creating
18,626 new 35 acre household parcels which cost $1.64
to service per tax dollar raised. Statewide this
constitutes a savings of nearly $28 million for the of
community services compared to a situation where all
disqualified rural land not managing to the assessor
were developed.
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Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified Management (High)
This scenario is the same as above, except
farms and ranches engage in high cost natural resource
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conservation and recreation land management practices
described in the table below. Average spending works
out to $196.11 per acre. These highest cost activities
have the potential to support 2,146 jobs and nearly $500
million in total output.
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In every scenario the majority of relevant
economic activity can be attributed to agriculture; however, the ability to engage in diversified management
can make the difference between realizing a net social
benefit or net social cost of a policy. While inclusion of
activity conservation universally constitutes an
improvement over stricter enforcement alone, at low
levels of investment there is a net decrease in total
economic activity in the state of $118.5 million relative
to the baseline. On the other hand, at high levels of
investment this 5% decrease in activity has the potential to become a 14% increase. At the level of investment that is considered to be the average scenario diversified management is a $25 million improvement over
the baseline and a $438 million improvement over
tightened enforcement alone. Spending associated with
medium levels of investment increase total output by
10% over the status quo and nearly 22% over stricter
enforcement.
Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Diversified Management
– Representative Ranch
A representative farm or ranch operation
engaging in diversified management is characterized as
an operation conducting agricultural activity on half its
acreage and devoting the other half to land management
practices associated with either natural resource conservation or recreation. For farms and ranches engaged in
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diversified management it is assumed that these land
management practices provide more benefit than using
the entire farm to produce agricultural market goods
engaging in these practices; therefore, it is assumed that
removing this land from production only reduces farm
related output by 15%. The average farm engages in a
bundle of land management practices, as described for
the typical hay operation in Table 20, at the average
cost for that activity. These activities can be assumed to
be new practices the farm would not otherwise have
engaged in or the net activity occurring on managed
land. If the latter the IMPLAN figures can be
interpreted to indicate what benefits the activity will
support while if the former the activity can be seen as
creating the benefits.
An average hay operation is 500 acres and
produces $45,668 in marketable goods and agritourism
activity. In the diversified management scenario agricultural output is reduced by 15% to $38,817 and
spending on diversified land management activities
increases by $17,909 using the medium scenario from
above. The net effect of the loss in agricultural output
reduction in acres farmed of 208 acres leads to a reduction in output of $12,185 and an increase in natural
resource conservation spending of $14,900. The change
in total direct output of $2,741 supports $7,065 in
regional economic activity.
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Colorado IMPLAN Analysis: Pure Diversified Management at Average Spending
In the absence of stricter enforcement, the only
loss in agricultural production comes from farms and
ranches who choose to participate in diversified management reducing their output. In this situation 10% of
urban high amenity acres are assumed to be conserved
or managed for recreation, while 15% of rural high
amenity and 5% rural low amenity acres participate. No
urban farms and ranches in low amenity areas engage in
diversified management. This is the same bundle of
natural resource conservation as in the scenario above
that included stricter enforcement. Reductions in agriculture total $1,788,791 for hay operations, $6,471,478
for beef ranching and $611,256 for sheep and goat
farming. The total reduction of $8.9 million in agricultural output is counteracted by an increase of $57
million in natural resource conservation and recreation
land management practice activities. The net change in
direct output increases employment in the state by 315
and there is a net gain in total output of almost $80
million. Considering the same increase in recreation
from nonresidents additional job support is 345 and $32
million in regional output. Tax collection totals $117
million, $2.7 million more than under the current
scenario. With no additional incentive for development
no change in nonmarket value is measured from the
baseline scenario; however, with the new practices it
would be reasonable to assume some increase in value
not measured by the study. Finally, as no development
takes place there is no change in the cost of administering community services.
Summary of Colorado IMPLAN Analysis Results:
Baseline vs Stricter Enforcement or Mixed Diversified
Management
The contribution of the hay, beef, sheep and
goat farming sectors to Colorado’s economy is large.
Together with the recreation industry is supports nearly
$2.5 billion in economic activity and over fourteen
thousand jobs. The 17,881,746 acres of farm and ranch
land support almost $41.5 million in nonmarket benefits
in the form of existence value, wildlife habitat and
aesthetic beauty. The persistence of farm and ranchlands also provides an alternative to low density residential development, which can have high public
services costs in rural areas and lead to land degradation
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and loss of ecosystem services. Rather than being
developed, underused farm land has the potential to
support between 151 and 2,146 jobs and $37 million
and $500 million in total output in new land management related activity, depending on the level of investment and the intensity of natural resource conservation
practices under taken.
This analysis demonstrates that attempts to
close the agricultural use tax loophole will likely reduce
the size of the agricultural economy and attendant
public benefits of extensive management of Colorado’s
private lands and increase, not decrease, the tax burden
of the average household. The analysis supports the
idea that allowing for alternative land uses in agriculture can provide substantial public benefits. It indicates
that incorporating diversified management into a policy
of stricter enforcement will lead to greater net public
benefits than with stricter enforcement alone. The
benefits of diversified management are shared throughout the economy, including agriculture, as more land is
likely to stay in production and less land is likely to
permanently convert to residential uses under these
conditions. Agriculture sectors and support industries
would see a smaller loss of employment and output as a
result of stricter enforcement, with 757 jobs and $131.4
million in total output saved at average levels.
Moreover, diversified land management is likely to be
more robust to general economic cycles and

commodity price variation.
Additionally, keeping land out of development
can lead to substantial savings in the cost of providing
community services. Land that is not developed will
continue to provide important nonmarket benefits. New
industry activity in land management practices for
natural resource conservation or recreation will also
contribute to the state economy which further closes the
gap created by stricter enforcement of agricultural
regulations. The degree to which the contribution of
new activity makes up for or adds to the economic
activity of the state depends on the kinds of practices
and level of investment actually engaged in by participants. At the low end, the activity is likely to at least
offset the shift from agriculture, especially if this occurs
on marginal lands. If either stricter enforcement of diversified management lead to a difference in recreation
days, the implications for the state economy could be
even larger.
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Utah IMPLAN Analysis: Baseline
Parallel analyses employing the same methods
and scenarios as the Colorado work were conducted for
Utah and New Mexico. This section reviews the results
for the Utah analyses.
In 2012, Utah’s hay, beef, sheep and goat industries produced $598,156,000 in market value of agricultural products, less than half of what was produced
in
Colorado. Additionally, 130 of the 10,864 total
farms
captured $2.2 million in agritourism and recreation income; however, this does not include the output
from 8 goat and sheep farms, which is excluded from
the census in order to protect against identification of
individual farms and ranches. These activities supported
7,336 jobs and $886.9 million in total output.
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Nonresident recreation spending, which totaled $218
million in 2011, was also significantly less than
Colorado and had a direct impact of $123.5 million,
supporting 2,798 jobs and $230.2 million in total
output. The 5,293,293 total acres of agricultural lands
contributed an estimated $12.2 million in nonmarket
services (Table 26). Overall, Utah has a smaller agricultural base than Colorado and its land generates less in
nonmarket benefits. Recreation income was less as
well, but relatively speaking, it made up a larger
proportion of the relevant economy.
In total, Utah’s hay, beef, sheep and goat industries
support $1,176.5 million in public and private benefits
including agricultural products, recreation, nonmarket
benefits and tax revenues.
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Utah IMPLAN Analysis: Stricter Enforcement
Using the same scenarios at the Colorado
example, if 50% of urban farms and ranches and 25%
of rural farms and ranches were affected by stricter
enforcement of current agricultural land use taxation
regulations, a total of 3,917 farms and 1,903,157 acres
would be disqualified. If half of disqualified farms and
ranches stop producing, there would be a direct loss of
$108.3 million in agricultural and agritourism output,
while a 15% production increase on the remaining
farms and ranches in order to come into compliance
will add $16.2 million in direct output. This will result
in a net loss of $92.1 million, which supported 1,127
jobs, and $136.1 million in total output (Table 27).
The loss of 951,578 acres of agricultural production reduces the public nonmarket benefits
in the state by $2.2 million, while the increase in
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agricultural activity on the other 951,578 acres could
lead to additional land degradation. The estimated 10%
decrease in recreation-days would reduce direct spending by $21.8 million potentially costing the state 467
jobs and over $26.7 million in total output.
Rural residential development will take place
on an estimated 371,745 acres of the former agricultural
land leading to 10,621 new 35-acre households. This
translates into an increase in rural population by 33,032
at the state average household size of 3.11. In 2013,
Utah collected more than $2.7 million in property taxes,
or about $940 per person. At a cost of providing rural
community services of $1.65 per dollar generated, this
would cost public administrators $51.2 million to administer, while raising only $31.1 million in revenue; a
net loss of $20.1 million. Moreover, collection of state
and local taxes would be reduced by an additional $7.5
million due to the loss in local production.
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Utah IMPLAN Analysis: Stricter Enforcement – Representative Ranch
Without access to alternative management
options an estimated 1,959 farms would be expected to
leave agriculture all together. This constitutes a total
loss of the output of a representative ranching operation
in each industry. The average hay farm produced
$57,297 in agricultural output on 304 acres of land. Of
all 4,870 hay operations, 28 reported agritourism and
recreation income totaling $213,938. This is an average
of $7,588 per farm reporting or $44 per farm overall.
Thus, the average farm produced $57,340 in direct output and supported $702 in nonmarket benefits.
Statewide, this supported $89,756 in output and one
job. A typical 631-acre beef ranching operation
supported $77,843 in total output and just 0.4 jobs with
its $54,752 in direct agricultural output. It also
preserved $1,458 worth of nonmarket benefits. Of the
5,231 farms, 94 reported agritourism or recreation
income totaling $1,937,000, bringing the total contribution of an average farm to $55,122, which supported
$78,369 in total output. Agritourism and recreation data
for Utah’s sheep and goat farming operations are not
available, but the 763 farms generated $32,723,000 in
agricultural production. The average 763-acre farm then
generated $42,887 in direct output and supported
$1,555 in nonmarket benefits. Total, an average sheep
and goat operation supported one employee and
$52,211 in statewide output. This economic activity
generated $47,216,676 in state and local tax revenue.
Another effect of stricter enforcement is that
some farms will increase output to meet legal requirements and keep their preferred tax status. Increasing
output by 15% will increase agricultural output and
June 2015 Agricultural and Resource Policy Report, No. 2

agritourism income by $8,601, $8,268 and $6,433 for
hay, beef and sheep and goat farms, respectively. This
increased activity would have practically no measurable
impact on job support within Utah; however, due to the
multiplier effect economic activity would increase by
more than the value of new output produced. The average hay farm would contribute $13,463 in total output
while a representative beef ranch would add $11,775.
Sheep and goat operations that increase production
would contribute a total of $7,832 in total output to the
state economy, but this excludes any change in agritourism output on the farm level. Overall, hay farms
demonstrate the largest multipliers, contributing about
$1.57 for every dollar generated in direct output, while
beef ranches contribute $1.42 per dollar and sheep and
goat operations contribute $1.22.
Utah IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified Management (Low, Medium and High)
In the diversified management scenario, the
same farms are subject to stricter enforcement, however
only half the farms that previously went out of production now do, the other half chooses to participate in
diversified land management. Investment in diversified
land management practices preserves nearly $1.1
million in nonmarket benefits, which could increase in
quality with the new practices.
As was the case in Colorado, even setting aside
half their land, farms and ranches participating in diversified land management only reduce agricultural
production by 15% from the average. As a result, net
reduction in agricultural production on the 237,895
acres is an estimated $46 million.
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If non-disqualified farms and ranches voluntarily participate at specified rates, an additional 177,479
acres will practice diversified management. The net loss
in direct output is almost $50 million, which would
have supported 600 jobs and an additional $23.4
million. At low levels of investment in natural resource
conservation, this activity average spending per acre is
$14.26, generating $5.70 million in direct output. This
supports 58 jobs and $9.8 million in total activity. At
average levels of investment, this equates to $69.77
investment per acre, $27.8 million in direct output,
$50.7 million overall and 316 jobs. High levels of
investment contribute $198.15 per acre, almost $80
million in direct spending, $146.1 million in total output and 925 jobs. A 10% increase in recreation spending would support 280 jobs and $23 million in total output.
Rural acres developed are half that of the
stricter enforcement alone scenario. As a result, 5,311
new households are created, costing the local government $25.6 million in the provision of community
services and reducing the net loss of servicing rural
development by $10.1 million. State and local tax
revenue actually increase by $936,307 relative to the
baseline, constituting an $8.5 million gain over stricter
enforcement alone.
Utah IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified Management – Representative Ranch
A representative Utahan farm or ranch that
participates in alternative land management practices
for natural resource conservation on half of their farm
land will decrease agricultural output by a projected
15%. This is then countered by conservation spending
of $69.77 per are. For an average hay farm direct output
is reduced by $8,601 while conservation spending totals
$10,596 on approximately 150 acres. In total there is no
change in net employment but statewide output
generated increases by $5,064. The typical 631 acre
beef ranch will devote 315 acres to conservation while
decreasing output by $8,268. Total conservation spending minus the loss of agricultural output will increase
employment by a fraction of a full time equivalent job
while supporting an additional $26,731 in statewide
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economic activety. Sheep and goat operations tend to be
the largest in the state, but add the least in direct output.
As a result they have the greatest net impact under
diversified management. For an average farm reduction
in direct output totals $6,433 while conservation on 337
acres is the largest average area by farm type. In total a
representative sheep and goat ranch can support
$33,229 in total regional output and nearly one halftime
job equivalent.
Utah
IMPLAN
Management

Analysis:

Pure

Diversified

A scenario exploring the implications of 100%
of affected acres investing in diversified rural land management is provided for completeness despite being
unlikely to observe. This ‘pure’ diversified management
on 261,980 acres of formerly agricultural areas reduces
agricultural output by $4.4 million. The diversified land
management activities generate $17.6 million in direct
spending, supporting $32 million of total economic
activity and almost 200 jobs. The loss of agricultural
production reduces total output by $6.5 million and 54
jobs. Thus, the net gain is 145 jobs and $25.4 million in
statewide output. With the same 10% increase in nonresident recreation days, total state tax revenue would
increase by $1.4 million relative to baseline, an $8.9
million improvement over only stricter enforcement
(Table 28).
Utah IMPLAN Analysis: Summary of results
Like Colorado, the results from Utah indicate
that diversified management is superior to stricter
enforcement. However, unlike Colorado both scenarios
are inferior to baseline. We judge this is likely due to of
a lack of relevant data. For example, Utah has a
relatively low number of private acres available to support recreation, nonmarket benefits and alternative land
management activities. Additionally, agritourism activities on sheep and goat farms and ranches is not accounted for due to a lack of data. Furthermore, recreation
effects are underestimated across all states as nonresidents logically should spend proportionately more
than residents and IMPLAN does not factor retail
margin into recreation spending, resulting in automatic
leakage from the local economy (Table 29).
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Moreover, the average beef operation in Utah is
less than half the size of the average in Colorado and is
much closer to the size of hay farming and sheep and
goat ranching operations. The implication is that results
are not influenced as much by what types of operations
are affected as by how many are affected. Since there
are fewer farms in Utah, changes in output and public
benefits are smaller, but this does not imply Utah
farmers and ranchers are less responsive. Additionally,
total acreage affected is smaller, which means a smaller
nonmarket benefit from the land; however, the tradeoff
remains essentially the same. Farmers and ranchers are
able to continue farming so long as it is beneficial to do
so. When stricter enforcement takes place affected
farmers will increase production or sell to commercial
or residential development. Residential or commercial
land conversion removes both agricultural production
and land benefits, while creating rural households that
are expensive to service. Providing the option to man-
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age for diverse uses in addition to agriculture allows
farmers and ranchers to engage in alternative land management practices that offset total statewide losses from
stricter enforcement by $135.5 million. Although total
benefits are still less than the status quo with average
level investments in natural resource conservation,
higher level investment in diversified management can
lead to an improvement over the baseline of nearly $40
million. Thus encouraging higher level investment in
natural resource conservation on Utah’s agricultural
land is more important to increasing net benefits than in
Colorado and New Mexico. Overall, the effect of any
policy in Utah will provide fewer benefits at a lower
cost compared to the other states due to the smaller
extent of the agriculture sector; however, this also
means that unforeseen increases in land degradation or
losses of agricultural land and associated ecosystem
benefits could be proportionately more costly, while
potential gains from stricter enforcement alone are
smaller.
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New Mexico IMPLAN Analysis: Baseline
In New Mexico there were a total of 3,721 hay
farms and ranches occupying 1,486,181 acres in 2012.
Hay farming operations were 399 acres on average and
produced $47,644 in marketable agricultural products.
Of these, 47 farms and ranches reported an additional
$361,633 in agritourism and recreation income. Overall,
the average farm produced $47,742 in goods and services, supporting one job and generating $79,818 in
total statewide output. The entire industry generated
$177.6 million in direct output and supported 2,513
jobs. Overall, 3,606 jobs are supported and statewide
output totals $297 million. The estimated total nonmarket value of all hay farming acreage was $3.4 million;
however, just over three-quarters of all operations are
on low amenity lands. As a result, the average hay farm
has a nonmarket value of only $922, but this will vary
by location (Table 30).
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The 8,989 beef cattle ranching and farming operations contributed $507,750,000 in agricultural products and almost $4 million in agritourism and recreation
income for an average of $56,926 per farm. This activity supported $80,461 in total output but only 0.4 total
jobs. All beef cattle ranching operations directly support 2,325 jobs. Together all related activity supports
3,890 jobs and $312.3 million in total output. The
29,141,305 acres of ranchland contribute $67,316,415
in nonmarket land value. The average 3,242-acre operation has a nonmarket value of $7,489. Just 20% of beef
operations are in high amenity areas, but another 27%
are located in urban areas.
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Sheep and goat operations contribute, on average, $109,304 in total market value of agricultural products and agritourism activity, which supports two jobs
and $159,332 in statewide activity. In total they
produced $5.7 million in agricultural products and generated $84,000 in agritourism income, supporting 97
jobs and $8.3 million in statewide output. The average
589-acre operation has a nonmarket value of $1,361,
while all 720,178 acres contribute $1.7 million in nonmarket benefits.

Overall, the hay, beef, sheep and goat industries
contributed $695,021,616 in output and directly
supported 4,914 jobs. The net contribution to the New
Mexico state economy was 7,592 jobs and $1,028.5
million in total output and all 31,347,764 acres support
$72.4 million in nonmarket benefits.

In total 7 of the 31 counties of New Mexico are
classified as high amenity, with Dona Ana County
being the only one that is also urban. High amenity
counties account for 25% of all hay farm and beef,
sheep and goat ranch land in the state, while 40% of all

farms are urban. This places nearly 55% of farms and
ranches at risk of development due to either urban
pressures, demand for natural amenities, or both
(Table 31).
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In New Mexico hunting, fishing and wildlife
watching brought in an estimated $93.1 million in direct
spending from out of state participants 2011.43 These
activities supported 1,177 jobs and generated $86.2
million in total regional output.44 In general New
Mexico has a modest agricultural sector that encompasses a relatively vast amount of land; most of this is
in beef ranching operations.

are possible. An average New Mexico household is
2.66, leading to an estimated increase in rural population of 211,531. In 2009 New Mexico’s 1,984,356
residents generated $1,517.1 million in tax revenue.
This works out to an average of $818 per person in
2012. Rural residents would then generate $173 million
in revenue and demand $285.5 million in cost of
community services, creating a service deficit of $112.5
million.

New Mexico IMPLAN Analysis: Stricter Enforcement
As previously simulated for Colorado and Utah,
here we describe a plausible scenario for New Mexico
where 50% of urban farms and ranches and 25% of
rural farms and ranches are affected by stricter enforcement. We reason that 50% of affected farms and
ranches manage to current agricultural tax regulation by
incrementally (by 15%) increasing output in order to
come into compliance, while the other 50% are
subdivided into non-productive (residential) uses.
Under this scenario, the total reduction in farm
and ranch production, including agritourism and recreation income, of $96.9 million results in a loss of 1,079
jobs and $143.8 million in total output. The loss of nonmarket benefits totals $11.7 million as 5,053,641 acres
are sold or developed. Due to the nature of New
Mexico’s agricultural industry, much more acreage is
lost than output. Rural acres lost to agricultural production total 2,783,300 on 1,180 farms and ranches. If they
are divided into 35-acre plots, 79,523 new households

If stricter enforcement leads to an estimated
10% reduction in recreation days, there will be a loss in
nonresident spending of $9.3 million. This results in a
loss of 188 jobs and $9.8 million in total output that
would have been generated due to that spending (Table
32). While agricultural output is relatively modest, total
acres in farms and ranches is large. This gives the impression of large total land benefits, high costs to development and the potential for the creation of many new
households. While technically true, it highlights the
weakness of using a statewide average value for nonmarket benefits and household size. In reality, many
fewer new households may be created and total nonmarket benefits of land may be overestimated in all scenarios. On the other hand, the relatively small contribution of nonresident recreation and the large amount of
available land suggests the opportunity for potentially
large increases in recreation spending with new land
management activities if new land uses can be marketed
to the public.

43

National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, & Wildlife available online at: http://www.census.gov/prod/www/fishing.html

44

Total effects are less than direct effects because “when the products being purchased are unknown (as in the recreation spending), there is no way to determine what was produced to be sold, how the item or items were transported, or (relative to a retail
purchase) what portion of the total sales cost went to a wholesaler. Since none of these items can be determined their local availability is also unknown. As a result of this, the only local impact that the model can apply to the Multipliers is the impact of the
respective wholesale or retail operations related to those sales. Thus if you were to enter a million dollars of gross retail sales into
a retail Sector where the retail Margin was 24%, then 76% or $760,000 would be immediately leaked from the local economy and
the remaining $240,000 would be applied to purchases of commodities and services required to operate the retail or wholesale
establishment.” IMPLAN Support Team (2013)
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New Mexico IMPLAN Analysis: Stricter Enforcement –
Representative Ranch
Of the 4,606 New Mexico farms affected by
stricter enforcement half are modeled as a total loss of
agricultural output as they leave production to engage
in nonfarm uses. These representative ranches are
profiled in the baseline scenario. The other half of
affected farms are expected to increase production by
15% in order to come into compliance with state differential agricultural taxation laws. For an average farm
this results in a direct increase in output of $7,161,
$8,539 and $696 for hay, beef and sheep and goat operations, respectively. As a result hay farms support
$11,972 in total output, cattle ranches support $12,069
and sheep and goat operations support $1,014. The net
effect on employment per farm is small but positive in
all cases. In total, these gains from stricter enforcement
do not offset the loss from representative farms exiting
the industry.
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New Mexico IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified
Management
Under this scenario, the same farms and
ranches are affected by stricter enforcement; however,
the number of farms and ranches sold to development is
only half while the other half now engage in diversified
natural resource management. This conserves 1,263,410
acres that would otherwise have been developed as lowdensity residential properties. Additionally, 15% of
rural high amenity farms and ranches, 10% of urban
high amenity farms and ranches, 5% of rural low
amenity farms and ranches, and no urban low amenity
farms and ranches voluntarily engage in diversified natural resource management, conserving 1,286,507 acres.
To do this, agricultural output is decreased by 15% and
50% of land is under diverse management. As a result,
$5.8 million worth of nonmarket benefits are preserved
on 2,526,821 acres, which are not developed.
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Since much of New Mexico’s agricultural land
is rural, land conversion for residential development is
also curtailed. The cost of providing community
services to 105,766 new rural residents is $56.2 million,
just half of what it was with stricter enforcement alone.
At average investment levels in natural resource conservation, this generates $50.5 million in state and local
sales taxes. The total tax effect compared with stricter
enforcement alone includes $5.8 million in additional
tax revenue and $56.2 million in service savings,
making diversified management over $60 million more
cost effective for public administrators.
While agricultural production is reduced by
$52.7 million, this is counterbalanced by an increase in
natural resource conservation related economic investments and activity. Overall, there is still a loss in agricultural production of $78 million despite modest
increases in production from those farms adjusting their
operations to comply with agricultural tax requirements.
In contrast with stricter enforcement, diversified management supports natural resource conservation and
recreation activities that allow farmers and ranchers the
flexibility to adapt to stricter enforcement by managing
for alternative land uses instead of either selling or
increasing output. This alternative saves almost 500
jobs and $65.6 million of total output that would otherwise have been lost.
As was the case with Colorado and Utah, the
contribution of natural resource conservation and recreation land management activities to the state economy
depends on the level of investment and intensity of the
practices undertaken. In total, 2,549,918 acres participate. At low levels of investment, average spending per
acre is $14.85. The total direct spending of $37.9
million supports 339 jobs and $58.2 million in total output. At average levels of investment, total spending
rises to $187.1 million, or $73.37 per acre and supports
1,828 jobs and $298.6 million in economic output. High
levels of investment in natural resource conservation
practices have the potential to generate $558 million in
direct spending at a cost of $218.84 per acre. This level
of investment would support 5,635 jobs and $904.5
million in total output. Even at low levels of investment, diversified management would be an improvement over stricter enforcement alone. On the other
hand, low levels of investment in diversified management would not be an improvement relative to the baseline, but both average and high value land management
activities would be.
Recreation spending in New Mexico is relatively light, but if the increase in preservation of natural
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amenities leads to a 10% increase in recreation, direct
spending will increase by $9.3 million, supporting 118
jobs and $8.6 million in total output. Since agricultural
land is abundant in the state, the potential for farmers
and ranchers to engage in alternative land management
practice is large. The abundance of land suggests that
many new households could be created, but because
much of the land is in rural, low amenity areas, demand
for development may not be large. On the other hand,
the vast amount of ranchland means that natural resource conservation and recreation land management
practices could be undertaken on large tracts of land.
The opportunity cost of doing so depends on how efficiently the land is being utilized. Since land is less
scarce, it is likely that improvements are possible. This
suggests that diversified management could be had with
low impacts to agricultural production. If this is the
case, there could be opportunity to create recreation
space if demand for these activities can be generated.
The low levels of current recreation participation also
suggest room for growth and it may be possible to have
the best of both agriculture and
recreation worlds. If
demand for either recreation or development are increased, the opportunity to capitalize on the demand for
new land uses is large; however, the baseline suggests
this has not happened yet.
New Mexico IMPLAN Analysis: Mixed Diversified
Management – Representative Ranch
At average spending levels New Mexico farms
and ranches are projected to spend $73.37 per acre on
natural resource land management activities. A
representative 399 acre hay farm will reduce output by
$7,161 and spend just under $15,000 on conservation.
Thus, while the average farm will produce less in agricultural goods and services and negligible change in
employment but direct statewide output will increase by
$7,094 and total $11,413 in natural resource conservation investments. The average cattle ranch has the
potential to support more than one full time job and
$177,738 in statewide economic activity by engaging in
diversified management. This is result is due to the
large expanses of land currently engaged in beef cattle
ranching. The average 3,242 acre farm support conservation activities on an estimated 1,621 acres which
makes it the sector most capable of investing in natural
resource conservation practices. Sheep and goat operations on the other hand can support the most natural
resource conservation activity per dollar reduction in
agricultural output. The average 589 acre operation will
only reduce output by $696 but conservation spending
totaling $21,036 on 295 acres adds $30.22 in spending
for every dollar reduction in agricultural output. This
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supports almost one halftime job equivalent and
$33,495 in total statewide output. While total numbers
for cattle ranches are impressive they generate only $14
in spending per dollar reduction in agricultural output.
Hay farming has the smallest gain in natural resource
conservation spending gain per dollar reduction in agricultural production of only about $2. Nevertheless, all
industries are projected to support both additional employment and economic activity by undertaking diversified management of their natural resources as compared
with net losses under strict enforcement alone.
New Mexico IMPLAN Analysis: Pure Diversified
Management
As described previously, this is a scenario of
diversified management alone where no farms and
ranches are incentivized to sell to rural residential
development and all affected lands are put under diversified management.
Under this scenario, New Mexico farms and
ranches voluntarily conserve 1,731,862 acres. This
results in a decrease in agricultural production of $5.7
million with a corresponding increase in natural resource conservation spending of $127.1 million at average levels. The net effect is support for an additional
1,179 jobs and $194.3 million in total output. Total
nonmarket benefits do not change relative to the baseline; however, this may not reflect an increase in environmental quality due to the new land management
practices, which is expected.
The potential benefits of diversified management in New Mexico are large. Compared with the
baseline allowing for diversified management practices
could add nearly $4.5 million in state and local tax
revenues and nearly $160 million in statewide output.
This would also support nearly 1,400 new jobs.
Relative to stricter enforcement alone, total benefits
could be almost $450 million and 2,628 jobs. In
contrast to Colorado, much of this is driven by land use
change as opposed to agricultural output. As a result,
the contribution of nonmarket benefits, the cost of
servicing rural communities and diversified management practices drive significantly larger improvements
over stricter enforcement than those over the baseline.
Overall synthesis of results
Across all scenarios, agricultural output
remains as the most important driver of economic
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activity in these states. However, in general, improvements in the local economic outlook can be realized
through recognition of a broader portfolio of natural
resource benefits within the use value taxation legislation. In sum, in the most likely scenario, we find net
improvements in the Colorado state economy of about
$25 million and 250 jobs, in Utah of $150 million and
1,500 jobs, and in New Mexico about a half billion
dollars and 2,500 jobs per year due to a more comprehensive treatment of natural resource values from rural
lands under the tax law.
Stricter enforcement of current laws is expected
to reduce nonmarket natural resource values and
increase the net tax burden due to conversion from agriculture to residential development. Due to market
forces (e.g., the number of farms and ranches currently
losing money, located in high growth and high natural
amenity areas), in no case is stricter enforcement of current agricultural taxation standards expected to increase
agricultural output or jobs in agriculture. In all cases,
diversified management constitutes a significant
improvement over stricter enforcement, primarily
driven by increases in investments in natural resource
conservation activities and avoidance of costly conversion of open lands into residential properties (Figure 3).
In all cases our estimates indicate diversified
management is superior to stricter enforcement. With
diversified management, Utah would experience a gain
in public and privately captured benefits of 16%
relative to stricter enforcement. Diversified management is an estimated 5% below the baseline in Utah. In
New Mexico, diversified management would result in
an increase in net benefits of 47% over stricter enforcement alone, which is also a 13% increase over baseline.
New Mexico also has the potential to experience the
largest loss in net benefits from stricter enforcement
with a 23% decrease relative to baseline. In Colorado,
stricter enforcement could decrease net benefits by 17%
relative to baseline, while diversified management
would increase total statewide benefits by 1%, a 22%
improvement over stricter enforcement. While the
potential harm that stricter enforcement can impose on
the economy is similar to Utah, Colorado is expected to
realize a net gain from average levels of investment in
natural resource conservation due to the number of
acres available for diversified management.
Employment estimates also favor diversified
management over stricter enforcement (Figure 4).
Additionally, in all states except Utah, diversified management is estimated to support more jobs than the
baseline. In Utah a loss of four jobs is projected to
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occur with diversified management. The majority of job
support comes from the conservation sectors. Overall,
stricter enforcement alone is projected to reduce job
support in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico by 15%,
16% and 14%, while medium level investment in diversified management leads to a 2% increase, essentially
no change and an 18% increase, respectively. Compared to the baseline, diversified management becomes
even more favorable. Natural resource conservation
accounts for between 3% and 18% of job support in the
medium level investment in diversified management
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scenario and is driven mainly by the number of acres
conserved; however, increasing the level of investment
substantially increases job support. The portion of agricultural sector jobs ranges from 73% to 87% in the
baseline scenario but falls to between 66% and 69%
with diversified management. However, since employment is greater overall under diversified management,
this indicates a more diverse workforce that could be
more resilient to economic fluctuations. Recreation related job support is consistently between 13% and 30%,
with New Mexico having the smallest portion.
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Caveats and data challenges
Shifts in industry output will alter spending
between sectors due to varying production functions,
the demand for inputs changes other industries will alter
their demand for inputs, which will result in changes to
economic output and employment throughout the
region. This can accurately describe the effect of losing
agricultural production; however, when adding spending on alternative land management activities it is
necessary to view the spending as a supporting but not
creating economic benefits. For example, $1 million in
alternative land management may support 100 jobs and
$1.5 million in total output, however, unless the money
would not otherwise have been spent it is taking input
from another sector. Thus in order to interpret the new
land activities as creating benefits it is necessary to
assume that all of the alternative land uses are new and
wouldn’t have occurred anyway, otherwise they must
be interpreted as an assessment of what the economic
activity the new practices will support rather than an
estimate of net benefits. This is why the scenarios are
evaluated relative to a baseline.
The 2013 IMPLAN data release incorporates
both the 2007 BEA benchmark and the 2012 Census of
Agriculture to determine these linkages and the Bureau
of Labor Statistics Covered Employment and Wages
(CEW) data series. The use of these data by IMPLAN
creates both benefits and challenges. All federal data
have been moving to the use of standard industry codes
defined by the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) making data from nearly all datasets
comparable; however, the industry sectors in IMPLAN
are often aggregations of one or more related NAICS
industry. This does not affect the use of production
statistics from the Agriculture Census; however, it does
not allow for unique production functions for each
sector within an aggregate industry. As a result a
change in beef cattle ranching output will affect the
economy in a manner consistent with the production
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function for the aggregate industry which includes beef
cattle feedlots. This may have a small effect if the
aggregate industry is composed of similar sectors or
dominated by the sector of interest in the region which
is often the case. Another shortcoming of the way
IMPLAN compiles its data is through the use of the
CEW for the calculation of annual employment and
income data. Since the data only capture employees
covered by unemployment insurance the CEW series
misses data on self-employed workers. Because much
of farm employment is self-employment total farm
employment and labor income generated are likely
understated in the model; any effects inferred from this
data will accrue only to covered employment and
wages. Therefore while estimates on employment and
wages will have internal validity and may be compared
across scenarios they will likely underestimate the full
effect on employment and wages in the region.
Importantly, the analyses were based upon the
likely effect of changes in state policy at the state level
and are, therefore, to be interpreted at a certain level of
abstraction as broadly representative, but not highly
precise. In many cases, the ‘average’ farm or ranch is
the unit of analysis that is scaled to the industry level. If
underperforming farms and ranches really are more
likely to be affected by tightened enforcement or are
more likely to engage in diversified management the
study could overestimate the negative effects to agriculture. The value of nonmarket natural amenities and
ecosystem services are also taken at state average but
can vary greatly for an individual community. High
growth, high natural amenity rural communities where
relatively few large properties lay in the balance will be
well advised to conduct their own analysis reflecting
their own specific case. The Intermountain West is
abundant with exceptional communities, noteworthy
investors and agricultural operators. The further from
the state average the community is, the more care that
should be exercised in applying these results to a
specific situation in a specific location.
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Conclusions
The analysis supports the contention that allowing for diversified management in agriculture can
provide substantial public benefits over stricter enforcement alone. The agriculture sectors could see a smaller
impact on employment and output as compared with
stricter enforcement alone. Additionally, keeping land
out of development can lead to substantial savings in
the cost of providing community services. Land that is
not developed will continue to provide important
nonmarket benefits. Since land will be restored or
conserved it is reasonable to think that nonmarket
benefits may increase; however, this is not taken into
consideration in the numbers. New industry activity in
land management practices for natural resource
conservation or recreation will also contribute to the
state economy, which further closes the gap created by
the stricter enforcement of agricultural regulations. The
degree to which the contribution of new activity makes
up for or even adds to the economic activity of the state
depends on the kinds of practices and level of investment actually engaged in by participants. At the low
end the activity is likely to at least offset the shift from
agriculture, especially if this occurs on marginal lands.
If either stricter enforcement of diversified management
lead to a difference in recreation days the implications
for the state economy could be large. In any case, this
analysis supports the conclusion that diversified management is a better and more flexible outcome than
stricter enforcement alone.
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